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Abstract
Bamboo-structured carbon nanotubes (BCNTs) were synthesized using MgO-supported Pd
and Cu catalysts, doped with either Mo or W, by the catalytic chemical vapor decomposition
of methane. No nanotubes were observed to grow from the catalysts in the absence of the
dopant metals. Additionally, the level of dopant in the catalysts was found to strongly affect
the morphology of carbon produced. Amorphous carbon was generated on a 10 wt. % Cu/5
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wt. % W (2:1) catalyst, whilst BCNTs were produced on 20 wt. % Cu/5 wt. % W (4:1) and a
30 wt. % Cu/5 wt. % W (6:1) catalysts. A pure Pd catalyst produced carbon nanofibres
(CNFs), whilst BCNTs were able to grow from Pd/Mo catalysts. Density functional theory
simulations show that the composite Cu/W and Pd/Mo bimetallic particles which generated
BCNTs have similar binding energies to carbon, and comparable to metals such as Fe, Co
and Ni which are traditionally used to grow CNTs by chemical vapor deposition.

Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted tremendous attention due to their extraordinary
electrical and mechanical properties1. Applications of these one dimensional nanostructures
include supercapicitors2 and potential constituents in beyond Si CMOS scaling3, which have
been proposed and demonstrated in recent years. In addition, hetero- and hybrid-structures
based on CNTs have shown huge potential for energy storage4, the reinforcement of
polymers5, as well as photovoltaic cells and gas sensors6. A comprehensive review of carbon
nanotubes has been reported by Dresselhaus et al7. Fundamental conditions that need to be
controlled for CNT growth include reaction temperature as well as nanoparticle size and
distribution8. However, oversimplification of the CNT formation process is misleading. The
catalyst nanoparticle must crack the carbon source and support the resulting species9. The
nanoparticle must also bind strongly enough with carbon in order to support the growth of a
nanotube. Cu is not a traditional catalyst for growing CNTs as its binding strength to carbon
is not large enough to support the dangling bonds of a growing CNT10. This inability to
support CNT growth is in part due to the filled 3d orbital of Cu, which does not allow
efficient orbital overlap with the hydrocarbon molecule. Fe, Co and Ni have partially filled
3d orbitals which allow the dissociation of the hydrocarbon molecules, as the molecule can
donate electron density to the metal. This interaction along with “back-donation” from the
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metal into the unoccupied orbitals in the hydrocarbon forms the basis for efficient carbon
source cracking and support11.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations provide accurate models for the binding of
CNTs to nanoparticles, which can be analyzed for “traditional” and other potential catalysts
for CNT growth12. Here we report the use of DFT calculations to interpret our experimental
observations on the growth of carbon nanostructures from Cu/W and Pd/Mo heterometallic
clusters. We also compare our findings with data previously reported for CNTs grown for
both active (Fe, Co and Ni) and non active (Au and Cu) 10-11 catalysts.

Experimental
Catalyst Preparation.

The MgO support was prepared by the decomposition of

Mg2(OH)2CO3 at 450 C for 6 hr in a furnace. Aqueous solutions of the metal (Pd and Cu)
nitrates, ammonium molybdates and ammonium tungstenates were mixed with 2 g of MgO
support, sonicated for 1 hr, dried in air and calcined at 500 ºC. For the detailed synthesis of
the Cu/Mo catalyst refer to reference10. An aqueous solution of palladium (II) nitrate (0.126
g) was mixed with the MgO support to form the 5 % Pd on MgO catalyst. The Pd/Mo
catalyst was formed by mixing Pd(NO3)2.2H2O and (NH4)Mo6O24.H2O with the MgO support
with Pd:Mo weight ratios of 4:1, 5:5 and 5:10 with respect to MgO. The Cu/W catalyst was
formed by impregnating the MgO support with aqueous solutions of Cu(NO3)2.6H2O and
(NH4)10W12O41.5H2O to form 10 % Cu / 5 % W, 20 % Cu / 5 % W and 30 % Cu / 5 % W.
The mixture was sonicated for 1 hr and dried overnight. In all cases the dried powders were
sintered at 500 °C for 6 h to produce the catalyst. The metal content of the catalyst was
recorded as a weight percent with regard to the MgO support.
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Chemical Vapor Deposition of Carbon. Carbon nanostructures were synthesized by the
metal catalyst assisted CVD of methane. 0.3 g of the catalyst/MgO powder was placed in a
quartz tube in the middle of a furnace and heated to 900 °C in a reducing atmosphere H2/Ar
(20/180 mL min-1) for 30 min. After the catalyst activation, methane was introduced in the
reaction chamber (flow rate of 100 mL min-1) for 60 min and the system was allowed to cool
to room temperature. The as-obtained material was treated with 3 M HNO3 and rinsed with
water to remove nanotubes from the metal catalyst and MgO support.

Characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a Jeol 2000
FX and a Jeol 2100 operating at 120 kV or 200kV. Samples for TEM analysis were prepared
in ethanol and deposited onto Cu or Ni grids. Raman spectra were recorded on a Renishaw
1000 Raman system in an ambient atmosphere using a 5 mW He-Ne laser (λ = 514.5 nm) and
a CCD detector.

Theoretical Details. We have performed full geometry optimization DFT calculations of
Cu/W and Pd/Mo particles of different compositions to determine their ability to stabilize and
support the growing end of a CNT. We have computed a (5,0) SWNTs binding energy to a
M13 metal cluster (M = Cu, Pd, W, Mo, and Cu/W and Pd/Mo composite particles), which in
a model system that has been proven to correctly predict the trends in bonding10, 13. The
resulting binding energies are compared to Fe, Co, Ni and Cu/Mo clusters of these previous
reports. All calculations were made using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
exchange and correlation potential by Perdew-Burke-Ernzenhof14 [PBE], utilizing the
polarized valence triple-ζ (TZVP) basis set15 and relativistic effective core potentials (ECPs)
for Cu, Pd, W and Mo16, as implemented in the Turbomole suite of programs17.
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Results and Discussion
Carbon Nanofiber and Carbon Nanotube Synthesis
No nanotubes were grown by the CVD of methane over both pure MgO-supported Pd and Cu
catalysts at a temperature of 900 ºC. Figure 1 shows carbon nanofibers synthesized from a
pure Pd catalyst. The Pd nanoparticles under these reaction conditions crack the methane
source which results in carbon nanofiber (CNF) formation. Without the addition of a dopant,
the catalyst could not support carbon nanotube growth. In the case of Pd, we believe the
nanoparticle becomes saturated with carbons, which are released by forming stacked
graphitic plates. The Raman spectrum shown in Figure 2 for the carbon fibers show that
there is some degree of graphitization, indicating some C-C bond formation. However, under
these reaction conditions the Pd catalyst cannot support CNT formation as the Pd – carbon
binding strength is too weak to support nanotube formation, as calculated and shown in Table
1.

Figure 3 shows TEM images of BCNTs synthesized by the CVD of methane over an MgOsupported Pd/Mo catalyst. The addition of Mo results in the binding of the nanoparticle to
the carbon nanostructures. In the case of the Pd/Mo catalyst the binding strength of the
nanoparticle is higher than that of Pd alone, resulting in the formation of a graphitic cap
around the nanoparticles. As this carbon layer becomes bigger the nanoparticle deforms and
becomes elongated, resulting in the formation of a chamber and the beginning of BCNT
formation18. Whilst the Pd/Mo catalyst binds more strongly to the carbon shell compared to
the Pd catalyst, see Table 1, the surface energy of the particle increases as it deforms during
growth. When the surface energy is too high and cannot be compensated by binding to the
graphitic layers, the catalytic nanoparticle returns to its minimum surface energy (roughly
spherical) shape. This effect has been reported by Helveg et al in their study about Ni
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catalysts for CNT growth19. Lin et al. have previously shown by in-situ TEM, the elongation
and relaxation of Ni nanoparticles to form bamboo-compartments within CNTs18. As with
these previous reports, upon retraction of the Pd/Mo nanoparticle to its spherical shape, the
surface of the catalyst particle again becomes covered by graphitic layers. The continuous
deformation and relaxation of Pd/Mo nanoparticles results in the growth of BCNTs. Raman
analysis shows that the BCNTs grown from the Pd/Mo catalysts show higher levels of
graphitization compared to the Pd grown CNFs, see Figure 2. Superior graphitization in the
BCNTs would be expected due to fewer atom dislocations compared to layers present in the
fibers.

Recently, Cu nanoparticles, supported on Si wafers, were used as catalysts for the production
of single walled nanotubes (SWNTs)20. We previously reported the growth of BCNTs from
MgO-supported Cu/Mo catalysts by the CVD of methane at 900 C10. However, we have
been unable to generate carbon nanostructures using MgO-supported Cu catalysts under these
reaction conditions.

Raman analysis of the carbon products generated from the Cu/W

catalysts show the extent of graphitization in the samples (see Figure 4). Figure 5(a) shows a
TEM image of a carbon product, with seemingly little structure, generated from a 10 wt. %
Cu/5 wt. % W catalyst (2:1). Raman analysis of the same carbon product revealed a G-band
(1591 cm-1) which is indicative of the formation of graphene layers21. This peak when related
to the D-band peak at 1325 cm-1 (ID/IG = 2) suggests a highly defective graphene structure.
As the ratio of Cu to W was changed from 2:1 to 4:1, i.e. 20 wt. % Cu/5 wt. % W, BCNTs
were observed to form. The formation of amorphous carbon over BCNTs is due to the
differences in the binding energies between the composite nanoparticles and carbon, as
shown by the values in table 1.
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Figure 5(b) shows a TEM image of the carbon product formed from a 20 wt. % Cu/5 wt. %
W catalyst, in particular showing the formation of BCNTs with average diameters of 24 nm.
The ID/IG ratio in this case was 1.4, indicating a less defective structure than the 2:1 ratio.
Figure 5(c) shows the carbon product formed from a 30 wt. % Cu/5 wt. % W catalyst, again
showing the presence of BCNTs, with an average diameter of 23 nm. The ID/IG ratio for the
6:1 ratio was 1.23, which shows better graphitization for the BCNTs produced by this catalyst
compared to the 4:1 Cu/W catalyst. The addition of a dopant to the Cu in the correct ratio
alters the binding strength enough to allow the nanoparticles to support the dangling bonds of
the open end of the growing CNT. The nanoparticle allows the formation of carbon-carbon
bonds above the formation of metal carbides which occurs for Mo and W. The process of
formation of the BCNTs is similar to the mechanism of formation for the Pd/Mo catalyst, by
which the increase in the binding strength of the nanoparticle to carbon causes the
nanoparticle to deform during chamber formation to form BCNTs by a similar mechanism.

Theoretical Results
Models of a small metal nanoparticle bound to a (5,0) SWNT segment (see Figure 6) have
been used to calculate binding energies for different nanoparticles of different compositions
(see Table 1), which we compare to the binding energies for traditional catalysts, M = Fe, Ni
and Co, that are all slightly larger than the (5,0) SWNT dangling bond energy of 2.76 eV12-13
using PBE/TZVP14.

As can be seen in Table 1, the binding energies for the Cu13 and Pd13 clusters are lower than
the carbon dangling bond energy of the (5,0) tube, while the binding energies for Mo13 and
W13 are considerably higher. Herein, we compare relative theoretical binding energies to our
observed results.

Researchers have shown that the (5,0)-M13 complex consistently
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reproduces the results of the more realistic (10,0)-M55 and (5,5)-M55 complexes, and can thus
be used with confidence to explain metal-carbon binding strengths10, 13. Other groups have
used graphene sheets19, and even just benzene-like structures bound to the metal with one or
two of its carbon atoms22, to calculate metal-carbon binding energies to good effect. But
such models would be less suitable when studying doping and alloying of the catalyst
particles. Both Pd and Cu metal cluster scenarios agree with our experimental findings since
all of these metals have been found to be non-active catalysts for CNT growth on their own.
Pd13 displays a larger binding energy than Cu13, which complies with Pd being an active
catalyst for the growth of carbon nanofibers, i.e. Pd can decompose the carbon feed-stock at
reasonable temperatures, but cannot support the hollow structure of a CNT. In contrast, our
calculations show that Cu/W and Pd/Mo composite particles have binding energies in the
same range as M = Fe, Co, and Ni. We have shown previously that only dopant atoms that
are directly involved in binding to the CNT change the composite particle binding energy
considerably10, thus we only consider such cases in the present study. We find that replacing
only one metal atom bound to the CNT (Cu by W, or Pd by Mo) can result in a suitably
increased binding energy compared to the undoped Cu and Pd particles. This is seen for the
M’M12-top, and the M’8M5-top composite nanoparticles, and is more pronounced for the W
doping of Cu than for the Mo doping of Pd. These results agree well with our experimental
finding that lower ratios of Cu/W produce CNTs compared to Pd/Mo.

Metal-graphene interactions exhibit similar trends of binding strengths. Cu23 and Pd interact
weakly with graphene when compared with Ni and Co24 due to their filled d-orbitals. The dorbital model predicts stronger binding with decreasing occupation of the d band., therefore
W would interact more strongly with graphene than Mo as it has fewer valence d electrons25.
Pd is predicted to interact with graphene stronger than Cu24 which corresponds to our
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calculations, see Table 1. The interaction occurs predominantly with the π-orbital in the
graphene interacting with the d orbitals in the metal, forming a dative bond. Comparing this
model of metal-graphene interaction to the edge of the nanoparticle with a layer of carbon
formed around it in the chamber of a BCNT, it is possible to further explain the growth
mechanism involved in BCNT formation. An increased interaction of metal with graphene
leads to a stabilized nanoparticle surface, as the carbon layer grows the nanoparticle deforms
to maintain this stability until such a point where the energy cost from being elongated is
more than the energy gain from being bound to the graphene layer. At the point where the
nanoparticle cannot be stabilized and the chamber forming process repeats.

Adding a dopant to ‘non-traditional’ catalysts for nanotube growth can therefore bring these
catalysts within the binding energy range of ‘traditional’ CNT catalysts. This is the basic
“Goldilocks” hypothesis; if the binding strength is too weak the catalyst nanoparticle will not
support the hollow carbon product and thus will be unable to support CNT growth. However,
if the binding strength is too strong the carbon will simply form a metal carbide and the
catalyst will become poisoned with carbon. The binding energies need to be within a certain
range to firstly crack the feedstock gas and support the carbon species formed, but also
support the hollow nanotube product generated. When these conditions are met, more carbon
which has been cracked by the catalyst particle can be allowed to join the open growing end.
This is fulfilled by Fe, Co and Ni, but not by Au and Cu, while Pd was found to be a borderline case13a. Transition metals such as W and Mo have been investigated for the growth of
CNTs but their binding strengths to carbon are too strong and will form carbides.
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Conclusions
We report the synthesis of CNTs and CNFs using novel heterometallic catalysts by CVD.
The investigation of novel catalysts will be important for the future development of carbon
nanotubes. The catalysts we used have previously shown no CNT forming capacity under
these reaction conditions, with doping however, we have synthesized nanotubes from these
metals. We have elucidated the mechanism for BCNT growth from the results obtained. As
the growth mechanism of CNT formation becomes more understood, ways of tailoring the
catalyst to form specific nanotubes with tunable properties will become prevalent. We
believe the surface energy of a catalytic nanoparticle is stabilized by the formation of a
graphene cap; as this cap increases in size due to the addition of more cracked carbon species,
the nanoparticle changes shape in order to maximize this effect. As the graphene layer grows
the nanoparticle elongates until the energy gain from being bonded to the carbon is less than
the energy gained from being in its minimum surface energy state, i.e. a nearly spherical
shape. CNTs have incredible potential for the development of beyond CMOS scaling. The
catalysts’ role in the formation of distinct tube diameter has been well documented26, and to a
lesser extent, the effect of the catalyst on the formation of distinct chiralities has been seen
for Co-Mo catalysts27.
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Figures and Tables

Table 1.

Metal Cluster – (5,0) SWNT binding energies (eV) per carbon atom at open
end of carbon nanotube.

a

M13

M'13

M'M12 side

M'M12 top

M'8M5 top

M=Cua, M'=W

2.29

3.93

2.38

2.99

2.87

M=Cu, M'=Moa

2.29

3.63

2.35

2.90

2.99

M=Pd, M'=Mo

2.48

3.63

2.37

2.75

2.52

values taken from ref. 14.
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Figure 1.

TEM images of carbon nanofibers grown by the CVD of methane over an
MgO-supported Pd catalyst at 900 C.
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Figure 2.

Raman spectra of (a) carbon fibers grown from an MgO-supported Pd catalyst
and (b) BCNTs grown from MgO-supported Pd/Mo catalyst by the CVD of
methane at a temperature of 900 C. The peak at ~1380 cm-1 shows the D band
which indicates the defect level in the sample. The peak at ~1590 cm-1 is the G
band which shows the level of graphitization in the sample.
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Figure 3.

TEM images of BCNTs grown by the CVD of methane over an MgOsupported Pd catalyst at 900 C.
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Figure 4.

Raman spectra showing D band (~1325 cm-1) and G band (~1591 cm-1) of (A)
10 wt. % Cu / 5 wt. % W on MgO, (B) 20 wt. % Cu / 5 wt. % W on MgO, and
(C) 30 wt. % Cu / 5 wt. % W on MgO.
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(a)

Figure 5.

TEM images of BCNTs prepared on (a) 10wt%, (b) and (c) 20wt% and (d)
30wt% Cu-loaded over Cu-5 wt. % W/MgO catalyst at 900 ºC.
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Figure 6.

M13-C30H5 models used for the calculation of binding strengths of a (5,0)
SWNT bond to Cu13, Pd13, W13 and Mo13 nanoparticles, and W/Cu (Mo/Pd)
composite particles by replacing either the “Side” or “Top” Cu (Pd) atoms
with W (Mo), resulting in WCu12 (MoPd12) clusters (left) and the W8Cu5
(Mo8Pd5) cluster (right).
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